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Summary: Recently, the media open the attending online list of this year's E3 games show officially;
"TERA" and other several popular online games in development phase will be full participation. And
if you would like to know the latest wind of the online game market this year, Please pay attention to
the E3.

At June 5, 2012, the E3 game show will be launched at Los Angeles, USA, and there will be 199
exhibitors to showcase their new games, hardware, or concept. As E3 is a huge game show, many
game companies hold the view that this is not a good point to show online games. So in this year's
E3, you may be able to see the masterpiece game such as "Secret World" and "Fierce Fighting 2".
Nevertheless, there are many excellent online games in Los Angeles, the following will be part of
the online exhibitors of E3, we will be constantly updated it.

TERA

En Masse, the European and American firms, will carry the "TERA" appeared in the E3 show in Los
Angeles. Their agents "TERA" U.S. service has been officially operating for a month, but the most
the players look forward to is the "TERA" PVP battle mode.

The Elder, Scrolls Online

The Elder, Scrolls Online is one of the most anticipated online games in E3 today. We already know
"Heroes" engine produced by the "Star Wars: The Old Republic". The game has four factions, and
the main story will be original, combat skills-based, exploration will also become an important part.

Embers of Caerus

Embers of Caerus is a concept games of sandbox with a medieval theme, with a huge game world,
using the first-person perspective, full of booty, and dynamic weather effects, and so on. On the
other hand, the game's biggest characteristic is no distinction between grades and career. Embers
of Caerus" in the Kickstarter platform has raised $ 26,000. After the E3 demo, it will raise more
money.

â€œNeverwinterâ€• â€œRaiderZâ€•

Both the two games are represented by the Perfect World, "Neverwinter " is a 3D fantasy MMORPG
developed by the Cryptic Studios which holding by the Perfect. The game story takes place after
100 years in the standalone version of Neverwinter Nights 2 ", when the city of Neverwinter into
chaos.

The large-scale volcanic eruptions led to the destruction of large areas of the city, and the
aggressors also took the opportunity to mix urban systems, attempting to snatch the whole
Neverwinter. In such a context, the players began their adventures.
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Our company always provides you a Diablo 3 Gold for you. Just place an order and to a Buy Diablo
3 Gold.
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